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Factorization of B decays into two light mesons in soft-collinear effective theory
Junegone Chay and Chul Kim
Department of Physics, Korea University, Seoul 136-701, Korea
We show that the amplitudes for B decays into two light mesons at leading order in soft-collinear
effective theory are factorized to all orders in αs. We construct gauge-invariant four-quark operators
by employing the effective theories SCETI for
√
mbΛ < µ < mb, and SCETII for µ <
√
mbΛ with
Λ ∼ 0.5 GeV. These operators do not allow gluon exchanges between different sectors of the current
and the matrix elements are reduced to the products of current matrix elements. The spectator
interactions are also factorized at leading order in SCET and to all orders in αs.
PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 11.10.Hi, 12.38.Bx, 11.40.-q
Nonleptonic B decays have been the subject of intense
interest and precise experimental observation of nonlep-
tonic B decays makes it urgent to give firm theoretical
prediction including CP violation. The theoretical treat-
ment of nonperturbative effects from the strong interac-
tion in nonleptonic B decays is a deep problem for a long
time, and the soft-collinear effective theory casts a new
perspective.
Recently the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) has
been formulated [1, 2], and it is applied to various cases
in which energetic light quarks appear. For example,
the factorization in B → Dpi decays [3], the heavy-to-
light form factor [4, 5] and the pion form factor [6] were
considered. We apply SCET to B decays into two light
mesons such as B → pipi to show factorization proper-
ties. In this problem, we have to consider the operators
consisting of the collinear fields moving in the opposite
direction and a heavy quark.
We employ two effective theories, namely, SCETI for√
mbΛ < µ < mb with Λ ∼ 0.5 GeV, and SCETII for
µ <
√
mbΛ. In SCET, there are collinear, soft and ul-
trasoft (usoft) fields which are classified by the scaling
of their momenta. The collinear momentum scales as
pµn = (n · pn, n · pn, p⊥n ) ∼ mb(λ2, 1, λ) for the colliear
particles in the nµ direction, and pµn ∼ mb(1, λ2, λ) in
the nµ direction, where n2 = n2 = 0, n · n = 2, and
λ ∼
√
Λ/mb ≪ 1 is the small expansion parameter. Soft
momentum scales as pµs ∼ mb(λ, λ, λ), but soft particles
do not interact with collinear particles due to momen-
tum conservation. And the usoft momentum scales as
pµus ∼ mb(λ2, λ2, λ2). In order to obtain operators SCETI
from the full theory, we integrate the modes of order mb,
and the Wilson coefficients are determined by matching
the full theory and SCETI at µ = mb.
The typical momentum scale in SCETI is p
2 ∼ mbΛ,
which are integrated out to obtain SCETII. Here the
small parameter λ scales as Λ/mb. The matching be-
tween SCETI and SCETII is performed at µ0 =
√
mbΛ,
from which we obtain jet functions.The dependence of
the jet functions on 1/(mbΛ) are unambiguously deter-
mined by the matching with SCETI at a given order of
the perturbation theory.
Let ξ (χ) be the collinear field moving in the nµ (nµ) di-
rection, satisfying /nξ = 0 (/nχ = 0). Then the four-quark
operators for nonleptonic B decays in SCET is generi-
cally of the form (ξΓ1h)(χΓ2χ) or (ξΓ1χ)(χΓ2h), where
Γ1, Γ2 are Dirac matrices, h is the heavy quark field.
The two types of the operators are obtained from the
full-theory operator (q1Γ1b)(q2Γ2q3) by replacing light
quarks by the collinear quarks. From now on, we con-
sider the operators of the form (ξΓ1h)(χΓ2χ). That is,
we shuffle the second type of the operators using Fierz
transformations. In matching we also consider the corre-
sponding operators with the Fierz transformation in the
full theory. These two operators and their Wilson coeffi-
cients are distinct in SCET.
The main issue is to find gauge-invariant four-quark
operators by integrating out off-shell modes when we at-
tach gluons to external fermion lines. We consider gluon
attachment to order g2, as shown in Fig. 1. It corre-
sponds to matching the full theory onto SCETII, which
is equivalent to the two-step matching since the Wilson
coefficients do not depend on the soft momenta. We
employ the two-step matching explicitly for the time-
ordered products. Here we only show gluons attached
to a heavy quark but it is straightforward to attach glu-
ons to other fermions. The final result depends on the
following combinations
A =
n · An
n · qn , B =
n · An
n · qn , C =
n ·As
n · qs , D =
n · As
n · qs , (1)
where Aµn (A
µ
n) are the collinear gauge field in the n
µ
(nµ) direction, and Aµs is the soft gauge field in SCETII,
of order p2s ∼ Λ2. And the Wilson lines corresponding to
each type of gluons are obtained by exponentiating the
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FIG. 1: QCD diagrams attaching two gluons to external
fermions to integrate out off-shell modes. For a heavy quark,
the gluons are An, An or As. Diagrams with two gluons at-
tached to other fermions are omitted.
2above factors as
W =
∑
perm
exp
[
−g 1
n · P n ·An
]
,
S =
∑
perm
exp
[
−g 1
n · Rn ·As
]
, (2)
where Pµ (Qµ) is the operator extracting the label mo-
mentum in the nµ (nµ) direction, and Rµ is the operator
extracting the soft momentum. The Wilson lines W and
S are obtained from W and S by switching nµ and nµ.
By integrating out off-shell modes, the singlet and
nonsinglet operators of the form (ξαΓ1hα)(χβΓ2χβ) and
(ξβΓ1hα)(χβΓ2χα) become gauge-invariant operators,
which are given by
(ξαΓ1hα)(χβΓ2χβ) → HSαβLSγδ(ξαΓ1hβ)(χγΓ2χδ),
(ξβΓ1hα)(χαΓ2χβ) → HNγβLNαδ(ξαΓ1hβ)(χγΓ2χδ),(3)
where HOαβ , L
O
γδ (O = S,N) are color factors. For singlet
operators to order g2, we have
HSαβ =
[
g(−A+D)− g2AD
]
αβ
, LSδγ = δδγ , (4)
which implies the ordering of the Wilson lines as
(WS†)αβ . For nonsinglet operators, we have
HNγβ =
[
g(−B + C)− g2BC
]
γβ
,
LNαδ =
[
g(−A+B − C +D) + g2(AC +DB
−CB −DC −AB −AD)
]
αδ
, (5)
which suggests (WS
†
)γβ and (WS
†SW
†
)αδ. Therefore
the gauge-invariant operators in SCETII have the form
OSi =
(
(ξW )αΓ1i(S
†h)α
)(
(χW )βΓ2i(W
†
χ)β
)
, (6)
ONi =
(
(ξWS†S)βΓ1i(S
†
h)α
)(
(χW )αΓ2i(W
†
χ)β
)
,
where Γ1i, Γ2i are appropriate Dirac matrices.
All the four-quark operators for nonleptonic B decays
can be written in terms of OSi and O
N
i . And the Wilson
coefficients are determined by matching the full theory
onto SCET. As shown in Eq. (6) explicitly, the gluon
exchange is allowed only in each current sector, and this
holds to all orders in αs. For example, the collinear gluon
Aµn can be exchanged in the light-to-light current sector,
but it cannot interact with the heavy-to-light current. It
is true for other gluons Aµn and A
µ
s . Therefore the ma-
trix elements of these operators can be reduced to the
products of the current matrix elements. This method
was previously referred to as the naive factorization [7],
which was assumed by the argument of the color trans-
parency [8]. But in SCET, this factorization property
is justified to all orders in αs for nonleptonic B decays
since the form of the operators OS,Ni remains the same
at higher orders in αs, though the Wilson coefficients are
different.
We have to include spectator interactions because it
is of the same order as the leading contribution from
four-quark operators. The Lagrangian for usoft and
collinear quarks in SCETI at order λ is given by L(1)ξq =
qusW
†i/D⊥n ξ + h.c. [2, 9]. We consider the time-ordered
products of the four-quark operators including Aµn⊥ with
the effective Lagrangian at subleading order in SCETI.
When the leading four-quark operators OS,Ni do not con-
tribute to the spectator interactions, we include the sub-
leading operators suppressed by λ in SCETI. In order to
go down to SCETII, we redefine the fields by factorizing
the usoft modes. We integrate out the modes of order
p2 ∼ mbΛ, and in matching we obtain jet functions and
the dependence of the jet functions on 1/mbΛ is deter-
mined in this matching.
The spectator interactions fall into two categories.
First a collinear gluon from the light-to-light current can
interact with the spectator quark, which we refer to as
the nonfactorizable spectator contributions. Secondly, a
collinear gluon from the heavy-to-light current can inter-
act with the spectator quark, which contributes to the
form factor for the heavy-to-light current.
Including the spectator contributions, the decay am-
plitudes A[Oi] obtained from the four-quark operator Oi
can be written as
A[Oi] = Qi +Ni + Fi, (7)
where Qi are the amplitudes from the four-quark opera-
tors, Ni are the nonfactorizable spectator contributions
and Fi are the spectator contributions to the form factor.
We consider each of them in turn, and prove that each
contribution can be written in a factorized form to all
orders in αs.
Let us first consider the contribution of the four-quark
operators themselves. The matrix elements of the four-
quark operators are given as
Qi =
∫
dηCQeff,i(η, µ0, µ)〈ξWΓ1iS†h (8)
×χWδ(η −Q+)Γi2W †χ〉
= im2BfM2ζ(µ0, µ)
∫
duCQeff,i(u, µ0)φM2(u, µ),
where Q+ = n · (Q† + Q). Here the effective Wilson
coefficients CQeff,i are obtained by matching the full theory
onto SCETI, and they are functions of the operators n ·
P/mb and n · Q/mb, evaluated at µ = mb. They are
evolved down to µ0 =
√
mbΛ to be matched onto SCETII,
and again they evolve down to the scale µ, where the
matrix elements are evaluated. For example, with Γ1i ⊗
Γ2i = γµ(1 − γ5) ⊗ γµ(1 ∓ γ5), the matrix elements in
Eq. (8) are given by [3]
±ifM1E
∫
duC(u)φM1(u)〈M2|ξW/n(1− γ5)S†h|B〉
3= ±im2BζfM1
∫ 1
0
duC(u)φM1(u), (9)
using the definition of the light-cone wave function [6]
〈M1|χW/nγ5δ(η −Q+)W †χ|0〉
= −ifM12E
∫ 1
0
duδ[η − (4u− 2)E]φM1(u). (10)
And we also use 〈M2|ξW/nS†h|B〉 = 2mBζ, where ζ is a
nonperturbative function introduced in Ref. [10] (ξP in
Ref. [5]). The heavy-to-light form factors are reduced to
a single universal nonperturbative function ζ in SCET.
For the nonfactorizable spectator contributions, we
need to consider the subleading operators in which the
lihgt-to-light current contains Aµn. There are only two
independent operators O(1a,1b) at subleading order in λ,
which are given by
O
(1a)
i =
(
(ξW )βΓ1ihα
)
×
(
χW
1
n · Q†
/n
2
[
W †i/D
←
⊥
nW
])
α
Γ2i(W
†
χ)β ,
O
(1b)
i =
(
(ξW )βΓ1ihα
)
× (χW )αΓ2i
([
W †i/D
→
⊥
nW
]/n
2
1
n · QW
†
χ
)
β
. (11)
In SCETI, the matrix elements of the time-ordered
products for the nonfactorizable spectator contribution
is given as∫
d4xT
[(
C
(1a)
i O
(1a)
i + C
(1b)
i O
(1b)
i
)
(0), iL(1)ξq (x)
]
, (12)
where C
(1a,1b)
i are the Wilson coefficients of the operators
O(1a,1b), which are 1 at tree level.
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FIG. 2: A Feynman diagram for nonfactorizable spectator
interaction. A subleading operator from the heavy-to-light
current contributes to the form factor. The soft momentum
k is incoming, and pi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are outgoing.
The Feynman diagram for the nonfactorizable specta-
tor contribution is shown in Fig. 2. To show the factor-
ization in SCETII, we decouple the collinear-usoft inter-
action using the field redefinitions [11]
ξ(0) = Y †ξ, A(0)n = Y
†AnY,
χ(0) = Y
†
χ, A
(0)
n = Y
†
AnY ,
Y (x) = P exp
(
ig
∫ x
−∞
dsn · Aus(ns)
)
,
Y (x) = P exp
(
ig
∫ x
−∞
dsn · Aus(ns)
)
. (13)
The fields with the superscript 0 are fundamental objects
in SCETII and we dropt the subscript from now on. We
rename the usoft fields in SCETI as the soft fields and
we write Y → S and Y → S. Then the operators are
matched onto the operators in SCETII at µ0 ∼
√
mbΛ.
The nonfactorizable spectator contribution comes from
the matrix elements of six-quark operators. In calculat-
ing the matrix elements, we first project out color indices
in such a way that the quark bilinears forming a meson
are color singlets. The time-ordered product of Eq. (12)
in SCETII is proportional to∫
dηdηdr+e
ir+n·x/2JNi (η, η, r+)Oi(η, η, r+), (14)
where JNi are the jet functions which are obtained in
matching SCETI and SCETII, and the operator Oi are
given as
Oi =
[
ξWΓ1iδ(η − P+)W †ξ
][
χWΓ2iδ(η −Q+)W †χ
]
×
[
qs/n(1− γ5)δ(R† − r+)S†h
]
. (15)
Since the operator Oi does not allow gluon exchange be-
tween different sectors, the matrix element can be re-
duced to the factorized form in terms of the products
of the matrix elements of the currents. Evaluating the
matrix element of Oi, the nonfactorizable spectator con-
tributions Ni are given as
Ni =
∫
dudvdr+C
N
eff,i(µ0)J
N
i (u, v, r+, µ0, µ) (16)
× AifBfM1fM2φM1(u, µ)φM2(v, µ)φ+B(r+, µ),
where CNeff,i are the Wilson coefficients, and Ai are the
normalization constants when we evaluate 〈Oi〉. The
variables u, v are given as u = η/(4E) + 1/2 and
v = η/(4E) + 1/2. In Eq. (16), the leading-twist light-
cone wave function for the B meson is given by [12]
ΨB(r) = − ifBmB
4
[1 + /v
2
(
/nφ+B(r) + /nφ
−
B(r)
)
γ5
]
. (17)
4At tree level, the matrix element of Eq. (12) is given by
−αsCF
N2
∫
dn · x
∫
dr+e
ir+n·x/2
×
{
〈
[
(ξW )βΓ1i(S
†h)α
][
(χW )γ
1
n · Q†
/n
2
γµ⊥Γ2i(W
†
χ)γ
][
(qsS)α(n · x)
1
n · R† γ
⊥
µ
1
n · P (W
†ξ)β(0)
]
〉
+〈
[
(ξW )βΓ1i(S
†h)α
][
(χW )γΓ2iγ
µ
⊥
/n
2
1
n · Q(W
†
χ)γ
][
(qsS)α(n · x)
1
n · R† γ
⊥
µ
1
n · P (W
†ξ)β(0)
]
〉
}
. (18)
For example, with the Dirac structure γµ(1 − γ5) ⊗
γµ(1± γ5), the matrix element of Eq. (18) is given by
i
CF
N2
piαsfBfM1fM2mB
∫
dr+
φ+B(r+)
r+
×
∫
du
φM1(u)
u
∫
dv
φM2(v)
v
. (19)
For (1− γ5)⊗ (1 + γ5), it is zero at leading order.
For the spectator contribution to the heavy-to-light
form factor, the subleading operators in SCETI are given
by
J
(0)
i = (ξWΓ1ih)(χWΓ2iW
†
χ), (20)
J
(1a)
i =
[
ξW (W †i/Dn⊥W )
Γ1i
n · P† h
]
(χWΓ2iW
†
χ),
J
(1b)
i =
[
ξW (W †i/Dn⊥W )
Γ1i
mb
h
]
(χWΓ2iW
†
χ).
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FIG. 3: Tree-level graphs in SCETI for the spectator contri-
bution to the heavy-to-light form factor. The first diagram
contributes to T1,2,4, and the second diagram contributes to
T0,1,3,4,5,6.
At leading order in SCET, the relevant factorizable
time-ordered products are given as
TF0i = T [J
(0)
i , iL(1)ξq ] ≡
∫
d4xT [J
(0)
i (0)iL(1)ξq (x)], (21)
as well as
TF1i = T [J
(1a)
i , iL(1)ξq ], TF2i = T [J (1b)i , iL(1)ξq ],
TF3i = T [J
(0)
i , iL(2b)ξq ], TNF4i = T [J (0)i , iL(2a)ξq ], (22)
TNF5i = T [J
(0)
i , iL(1)ξξ , iL(1)ξq ], TNF6i = T [J (0)i , iL(1)cg , iL(1)ξq ],
where the effective Lagrangian L(1)ξξ , L(2a,2b)ξq and L(1)cg are
presented in Refs. [4, 9].These are schematically shown in
Fig. 3. The factorizable contributions TF are the hard-
scattering contributions, and the nonfactorizable time-
ordered products TNF represent genuine long-distance
physics and we absorb these into soft nonperturbative
parameter ζ. The factorizable time-ordered products in
SCETII can be written as
Fi =
∫
dudvdr+C
F
eff,i(µ0), J
F
i (u, v, r+, µ0, µ) (23)
× AifBfM1fM2φM1(u, µ)φM2(v, µ)φ+B(r+, µ),
where CFeff,i are the Wilson coefficients obtained at µ =
mb and evovled down to µ0, and J
F
i are the jet functions.
If we include all the contributions of the four-quark
operators and the nonfactorizable spectator interactions,
the decay amplitudes for B → pipi can be obtained at
leading order in SCET. The decay amplitudes involve
the matrix elements of four-quark and six-quark opera-
tors, which reduce to the products of the current matrix
elements. This is because the gluon exchange between
different sectors of the currents are not allowed and it
holds true to all orders. The gauge-invariant quark oper-
ators remain the same at higher orders in αs, while only
the Wilson coefficients change. Furthermore, the factor-
izable contributions are all written as the convolution
integral of the hard-scattering amplitudes with the me-
son wave functions, which are finite. Therefore we have
proved that the leading-order contribution to B decays
into two light mesons in SCET is factorized to all orders
in αs.
Combining all the contributions, the decay amplitudes
to order αs are consistent with the decay amplitudes ob-
tained by Beneke et al. [13]. However, the general ex-
pression in Eqs. (8), (16) and (23) for the decay ampli-
tudes in SCET goes further than the lowest-order result
in Ref. [13]. The form of the operators and the factor-
ization properties hold true to all orders in αs and they
include the jet functions. Since there are two scales mb
and µ0 are involved, the decay amplitudes at higher or-
ders in αs will be different from the approach in the heavy
quark limit. It remains to be seen whether the factoriza-
tion properties can be sustained at subleading order in
SCET. However our result is a first step in understanding
nonleptonic B decays in SCET.
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